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Indian language typography is still in its developing stages.
Digital era asks for specialized typographic solutions. 
The complex structure of Indian languages are now supported 
by technology.

Need and scope of the project

❑ Designing a display text for print media

❑ Analyzing typographic style of malayalam script



Data collection

❑ Historic understanding of the script.

❑ Study of writing conventions and structure of script.

❑ Overview of current digital typefaces used in different media.



Setting goals

 Designing a display typeface 

 Opportunities in various forms of print; newspaper, 
 magazines, poster etc.

 Role for the new typeface in print media;

❑ More typographic options 
❑ Could serve as a byline typeface also
❑ A versatile font



Guidelines for concept development

 ❑ Consider the changing look and feel of contemporary 
      magazines and newspapers 

 ❑ Economy of space in tight column grids

 ❑ Scope to go further with the design in experimenting with 
       various widths and to develop a whole family



Concepts

1

2

3



Final Concept

AA Scope for unconventional styling

A Large x-Aheight with condensed width, favouring publications
     with narrow column grids.

T Scope to go further with the design in experimenting with 
     various widths and to develop a whole family



Concept Development

DD Needed much more refinement in form

D Need to increase stroke width to enhance the display quality

D Primitives need to be made more characteristic and unique



FORM

A budding lotus became the inspiration for the refinement of form



Concept Development  stage 1

1. Whole of basic width and form primitives were hand drawn

2. They were enlarged and reduced to various scales for 
    analysis of form

3. Character strings were developed and tested in display and 
    byline context





Inferences 

GG More contrast in terms of stroke width and counter space is  
    needed

G G Axis in which the loops are formed could be made more 
      prominent

G G Shape of counters can be made interesting.



Thus, a second set was developed 
and result was found satisfactory AA



Hand drawn letterforms Bitmap Scanning

Sample text in print

Further corrections

More weights and italic versions.

Process

Trace bitmap in Fontographer

Corrections and fine tuning for glyph

Path simplification, node reduction

Final glyph mapping

Type 1 font generation

Defining character widths 
with side bearings



DIGITIZING



Grid

735 em.

265 em.

453 em.

80 em.

70 em.

63 em.



Grid

95 em.



Ascender and descenter lines

❑ The grid for descenters is kept deeper enough to accommodate
      complex special characters, thus ensuring legibility in smaller sizes
      and bad printing conditions.



CDAC ISM inscript keyboards

❑ Most widely used text composing platform in Malayalam

❑ Developed at CDAC

❑ Glyph mapping is done according to ISM tabling for Malayalam



FONT CHARACTERISTICS



Medium condensed

❑ Economic space usage in short columns

❑ Careful treatment which does not alter the characteristic 
     roundness of Malayalam script



Large x-height

aebmfw aeaeae
❑ Narrow width with large letter height makes an ideal 
     display typeface for publications.

❑  Negative space around letterforms are minimised, yet another 
      favouring factor for a text typeface in publications.

IDC Vani Keli ML-Kerthika ML-Revathi

Keli IDC Vani ML-Karthika



Even thickness

Xf❑ With optical correction and
     loop corrections



Humanist 

❑ Counter axis and flow of strokes follow 
     the hand writing style in Malayalam.

a_aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa



Medium contrast

❑ The relationship between the stroke thickness 
     and negative space inside letterforms gives a 
     medium contrast to text.     

amdmSv H¯pXoÀ¸mbn
amdmSv H¯pXoÀ¸mbn

IDC Vani Bold

Keli Bold

IDC Vani Keli
enJnX-§fpw Is¿gp¯p {]Xn-Ifpw km£yw hln-
¡p-¶-Xn³ {]Im-cw, ae-bm-f-`mj Gsdbpw hs«-gp-
¯nepw Ipdª Af-hnÂ tImse-gp-¯nepw Fgp-Xn-
t¸m-¶p. F¶mÂ 17-þmw iX-I-¯nÂ tIc-f-¯nse 
kwkvIr-X-`mjm t{]an-IÄ- Cu en]n-Isf Xnc-kvI-cn-
¨p-sIm−v ae-bm-f-sa-gp-Xp-hm³ {KÙ-en]n Bhn-jvI-
cn-¨p. ae-bm-f-`m-j-bnÂ A¶v kwkvIr-X-]-Z-§Ä 
[mcm-f-ap-−m-bn-cp-¶-Xpw-Ah hs«-gp-¯ntem tImse-gp-
¯ntem Fgp-Xp-hm³ ]äm-Xn-cp-¶-Xp-amWv CXn\p 
Imc-W-§Ä. 18-þmw iXIw hsc hs«-gp-¯nsâ D]-
tbmKw XpSÀ¶pt]m¶p.

enJnX-§fpw Is¿gp¯p {]Xn-Ifpw km£yw hln-
¡p-¶-Xn³ {]Im-cw, ae-bm-f-`mj Gsdbpw hs«-gp-
¯nepw Ipdª Af-hnÂ tImse-gp-¯nepw Fgp-
Xn-t¸m-¶p. F¶mÂ 17-þmw iX-I-¯nÂ tIc-f-
¯nse kwkvIr-X-`mjm t{]an-IÄ- Cu en]n-Isf 
Xnc-kvI-cn-¨p-sIm−v ae-bm-f-sa-gp-Xp-hm³ {KÙ-
en]n Bhn-jvI-cn-¨p. ae-bm-f-`m-j-bnÂ A¶v 
kwkvIr-X-]-Z-§Ä [mcm-f-ap-−m-bn-cp-¶-Xpw-Ah 
hs«-gp-¯ntem tImse-gp-¯ntem Fgp-Xp-hm³ ]äm-
Xn-cp-¶-Xp-amWv CXn\p Imc-W-§Ä. 18-þmw iXIw 
hsc hs«-gp-¯nsâ D]-tbmKw XpSÀ¶pt]m¶p.



Width groups



Optical width groups

❑ Basic width primitives add up 
    to form complex letterforms.

❑ But this addition
     is not geometrical but optical.



khtamK

Wedged terminals

WW

Wedged terminals

 angle of the wedge 6 66
 

degree



Widening of the lower part of letterforms



Baseline stress

❑ Due to this treatment the baseline gets a visual stress which 
      enhances reading



Character set



Font family

aebmf¯nsâ ajn¸m{Xw

aebmf¯nsâ ajn¸m{Xw

aebmf¯nsâ ajn¸m{Xw

aebmf¯nsâ ajn¸m{Xw

aebmf¯nsâ ajn¸m{Xw

Vani Normal

Vani Italic

Vani Bold

Vani Bold Italic

Vani Extra Bold



USAGE



Newspapers



Magazines



Brochures



And many more..



Looking ahead...

GG Numerals, Ligature glyphs, more weights and widths

G Manual hinting

G Better screen appearence

 .....and more tweeking on bezier curves  G



Thank you




